ROUND BOTTLES* - up to quart size

Prices start at:
$15.00 -- for polish only -- inside and outside
$20.00** -- light scratch and etch removal -- inside and outside
Inside Polish Only -- $15.00

-------------------

NON-ROUND BOTTLES* - squares, rectangles and ovals -- up to quart size

Prices start at:
$20.00 -- for polish only -- inside and outside
$25.00** -- light scratch and etch removal -- inside and outside
Inside Only -- $20.00

-------------------

GLASS RELATED ITEMS* - Depression and Early American Pattern Glass -- inside stain removal/polish only

Prices are determined by the shape of an item, mouth opening, size, and severity of stain or etch.

Prices for polish only start at $10.00 for small saltshakers and up to $30.00 for large vases/glass vessels.

Items having heavy etch/stain will have a slightly higher price due to a multi-step cutting/polishing process.

Some Depression Glass and Early American Pattern Glass items can be polished on the outside as well.

Prices will vary depending on size, shape and etch/stain.

-------------------

PLEASE CALL
-- For a price quote on larger/odd shaped glass items or for outside stain/light scratches removal and polish.
-- Larger items are considered over 6 1/2 inches at its widest point.

-------------------

All customers will be contacted to discuss glass items before the cleaning process begins.

Any flaws -- bubbles/open bubbles, pot-stones, stress marks or thinness of glass - will be discussed before any work begins.

Some flaws cannot be seen until an item is cleaned. Because of this, fractures may be present in a stained/etched glass item. **Very few** glass items - those with no flaws - can still fracture during the cleaning/polishing process. This may be the result of improper annealing and/or unseen stresses that are present in the glass.

Therefore The Glass Artisan is not responsible for any damage to a glass item. Although The Glass Artisan is extremely careful with glass The Glass Artisan assumes no responsibility for glass breakage. The owner must be aware of the possible inherent risk during the bottle/glass cleaning process. The risk of glass breakage is very rare.

*A $5.00 studio charge will be applied to each order to cover increases in copper and polishing materials.

**Higher price indicates multi-step cutting/polishing that is necessary to properly clean the glass.

*** Some bottles and glass items having case wear and heavy scratches cannot be completely polished out due to the risk of over polishing the character of the bottle.

Contact Steve at 414-281-5885 or steve@theglassartisan.com
Please visit us at www.theglassartisan.com